THE BROADMOOR ADVENTURES FACT SHEET

THE BROADMOOR SOARING ADVENTURE

Experience the exhilaration of Seven Falls with a high-flying adventure that rappels you across “The Grandest Mile of Scenery in Colorado”. Located in the secluded South Cheyenne Canyon, The Broadmoor Soaring Adventure consists of 10 zip lines (divided between two courses) that range in distance from 300 feet to 1,800 feet as well as moderate hiking, rope bridges, and a controlled 180-foot rappel that offers stunning views of the waterfalls and the canyon below.

- A 15-minute “ground school” allows our expert guides to fit each guest with harnesses, helmets and gloves as well as provide instructions on how to safely navigate the course.
- You’ll also encounter Indiana-Jones-style suspension bridges, scenic hiking trails, and incredible views along the way.
- To ensure the Soaring Adventure would allow guests to experience the beauty of Seven Falls with minimal impact to the environment, The Broadmoor partnered with Bonsai Design, an industry leader in creating aerial adventures.
- Accompanied by two guides at all times, The Broadmoor Soaring Adventure participants have the option to experience each course separately, or the full tour, which is approximately four hours.
- The full tour includes both individual courses, which feature five zip lines, each getting progressively longer, giving guests time to ease into their aerial adventure. [https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/soaring-adventures/](https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/soaring-adventures/)

THE BROADMOOR SEVEN FALLS

“The Grandest Mile of Scenery in Colorado” located less than one mile from The Broadmoor, Seven Falls is one of Colorado’s most captivating natural wonders. This magnificent series of waterfalls is situated in a 1,250-foot-wall box canyon between the towering Pillars of Hercules.

- Explore the park by taking the 224 step-stairway by the side of the falls that leads to hiking trails and the banks of the glistening stream that feed the falls and its 181-foot drop of falling water. Be rewarded with stunning vistas of verdant valleys, striking rock formations and golden prairies.
- For those who are seeking adventure, try the optional Broadmoor Soaring Adventure zip line tours! The thrilling exploration above Seven Falls rappels you across the secluded South Cheyenne Canyon and across rope bridges culminating in a rappel. Complete your excursion by hiking down on the famous Falls staircase.
- Prefer to enjoy Seven Falls park at a more leisurely pace? Browse our shops, dine at Restaurant 1858, or stroll the 2,500-foot-long, natural-surface walking trail.
- Transportation to Seven Falls is by shuttle only. Free parking is located the Norris Penrose Event Center, 1045 Lower Gold Camp Road. Hours vary by season. More information may be found online [https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/seven-falls/](https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/seven-falls/)

THE BROADMOOR PIKES PEAK COG RAILWAY (Currently under reconstruction)

The summit of Pikes Peak is a National Historic Landmark (NHL) that holds a special place in American history. It was this incredible view that inspired Katharine Lee Bates to write the famous lyrics to “America the Beautiful” after her trip to the summit in 1893. As you stand atop “America’s Mountain”, you will easily understand where that inspiration came from. The summit provides spectacular views of four states, as well as the peaks of the Continental Divide, the cities of Denver, Manitou Springs and Colorado Springs, and the historic gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
In operation since June 30th, 1891, The Broadmoor Pikes Peak Cog Railway is a one-of-a-kind Colorado adventure that transports you to the 14,115-foot-high summit of Pikes Peak from a safe, comfortable seat on the world’s highest cog train.

- Spanning 8.9 miles of track, the train ride to the summit is an experience within itself. Once above timberline, the views become even more expansive. This is also where passengers frequently spot yellow-bellied marmots and Bighorn sheep.
- During the remaining three miles of the trip, guests can see the Great Plains stretching to the east, beyond the border of Colorado and Kansas.
- To the south, the Sangre de Cristo Range stretches south to New Mexico.
- On the western horizon, just slightly to the southwest, lies the Collegiate Range.
- Passengers are allowed 30 to 40 minutes on the top of Pikes Peak, and we strongly recommend that you plan accordingly. It can be up to 30 ° cooler at the top, so dress in layers.
- Bring a camera. More information may be found online [https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/pikes-peak-cog-railway/](https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/pikes-peak-cog-railway/)

Please feel free to visit [https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/](https://www.broadmoor.com/broadmoor-adventures/) for any updates on The Broadmoor Adventures!
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